Recently two papers have appeared (refs. (6) and (7)) dealing with two dimensional oscillating airfoils. The flow over oscillating airfoils is of great importance in flutter calculations. For stability studies, however, it is more convenient to knew the flow a *r airfoils with a constant vertical acceleration and a constant rate of pitch.
In this paper a second order theory is developed for two dimensional airfoils with constant vertical acceleration at supersonic speeds. From this theory the lifting pressure due to constant vertical acceleration is evaluated. The expression for the lifting pressure enables the stability derivatives C. and C to be calculated. The airfoils cona a 3idered herein have arbitrary symrietrical cross sections; however, the analysis can easily be extended to include airfoils with unsynmetrical cross sections. • -S-6
The perturbation potential function, 4 s « has been normalized through division by the free stream velocity Also from ref ( Since for the flat plate the pressure d'fference between the upper and lower surfaces can be found directly from the potential difference, the terms a h., a a 1. and a h^ do not affect the lifting pressure.
The terms on the right side of c-q. r 7) which are multiplied by 2 • • 2 / \ 2 a , aa, and a can be neglected; for «q. (.7; is linear, and o h-.oah-, p and a h, do not contribute to the lifting pressure. The terms 2 » a<h. and t h^ are independent of a (the acceleration parameter), and hence they also contribute nothing to the pressure due to
The remaining term a <" r. 'x i i) will be found by use of eq, (7) Then the second crder Lifting pressure will be of the fcra
This equation is linear in <. anl \.. thus the lifting pressure for various known thickness distriouticns :a r i be added tc obtain the lifting pressure for other thickness distributions.
This linearity has no spe^ia. value fc» the two dimensional airfoil-sire we shall determine 'he solution for an arbitrary thickness distribution-It can be shown similarly that linearity of lifting pressure with thickness cbj*.ri butter he Ids ?cr three dimensional air foils also, and for this case it shcu.d prcve quite useful.
Bcunda-y Cond: *icr.
g . Physica. considerations require that the flew be tangent to the surface cf the airfoil and ti>at all velocity perturbations vanish upstream, cf tr.e airfoil. These boundary cor.-ditions may be expressed mathematically as • o at *«. f
Since only the OC term :s oeing calculated a wi 11 be set equal to zero. Similarly th* boundary ronditicns for the second order solution are \p -0 upstream of the airfoil and
For the airfoils considered in this paper the first order velocity components are disccntinucus across the Macn sneer flora the leadirg edge. The effect of these dis-cntmuities on the second order solution will be determined by assuming that a small transition surface is attached to the leading edge.. Tnio sriall surface is so shaped that the discontinuities in the velocity components are removed. The effect of the discontinuities will be evaluated by a LmutUig process in which the width of the attached surface approaches zeio. A surface which will remove tne first crder velocity discontinuities in the flow over the upper surface :«; /fvp 2 )
Substituting the preceding expression into eq. (1$) and performing the indicated operations yield
Expression (16) is the value of the discontinuity in the second order potential function across the leading edge Nach sheet above the airfoil.
Solution of the Partial Differential Equation?
The part of the second order potential function which contributes to the lifting pressure due to a constant acceleration will now be determined. Since the method of solution is essentially the same for both the upper and lower surfaces, only the flow over the upper surface will be considered in detail, The first order solution is .2_2 "2
It follows from eqs. (7) and (17) that the second order potential function must satisfy the non-homogeneous' equation
• 2 where the a , a a, a «. , £ , and a terms have been neglected. The potential function \f will be divided into two parts ", and 6 2 such that 0. satisfies the non-homogeneous equation and 8. satisfies the homogeneous equation. to the first order the oscillating motion can be considered as the sura of a constant vertical acceleration a*Vd a steady pitching motion.
